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Installation

What you need:
- Decent soldering skills! Do not attempt this if you "have soldered at one point". Some experience 
with SMD soldering is recommended as it provides some of the skills needed here. 

- A soldering iron with fine tip

- Solder flux

- Desoldering wick

- side cutter, wire stripper,  X-Acto knife or scalpel

[Disclaimer] Tubbutec is not responsible for damage caused by improper installation of the mod. If 
you are unsure about the following steps, please have a tech install the mod for you.

You can find a list of synth techs here: https://tubbutec.de/synth-techs

Before the installation
Please make sure that all functions of the MC-202 are working properly. It is much easier 
to debug installation errors, if you know the issue has not been there before the 
installation!
Test the keyboard, test inputs and outputs, test accent and the internal clock.

Overview
The Mc-2oh2 mod consists of two parts: A replacement for the original MC-202 CPU and a 
replacement for the keyboard/display board – the I/O board.

MC-2oh2 can be installed in the original MC-202 synthesizer, or be part of the RE-202 – a MC-202 
replica.

https://tubbutec.de/synth-techs


1. Removing the original CPU
[This step is necessary if you install 2oh2 in an original MC-202]

As a first step, the original CPU needs to be removed. 

The best way to do this is using a hot air gun to carefully heat the CPU until you can lift it off the 
pads.

Be careful with heat: Too much heat may cause the tracks to lift off the board and destroy them. On 
the other hand of not all solder on the pads is melted, pulling on the CPU may cause tracks to rip 
off. Depending on the hot-air station used, an air temperature between 240-280°C is recommended. 

When you see all solder is melted, the CPU can be easily removed, by pushing on it from below and
grabbing it with some pliers.



2. Cleaning the pads
Put Flux on the pads and the soldering wick and carefully remove all excessive solder on the pads 
until you get a flat surface. With the solder wick on the pads, only move inwards to avoid ripping 
off the pads. Less heat and more patience is recommended as - again - too much heat will cause the 
pads to lift off. If you feel the wick sticking to a pad, DO NOT PULL. Rather continue to provide 
heat until it comes lose again.
You may want to clean the pads with some Isopropyl alcohol, the decades old flux is pretty nasty 
stuff.



3. Solder the 2oh2 CPU board

Electronic parts such as the MC-2oh2 CPU can be damaged by ESD. Please make sure to use ESD 
mitigation techniques when working with the mod. Wear an ESD wrist band for example.

Place the 2oh2 board on the board as shown and align it with the pads. Place the board as shown in 
the picture.

The best way to properly place it is to solder one corner first. Then make sure it is sill aligned 
correctly and solder a second corner. You can now solder all other pads. Additional flux helps 
avoiding solder bridges. You can solder one pad at a time with a fine tip, or use drag soldering 
techniques (if you master them) to solder multiple pads at once.

Keep in mind: Once the 2oh2 board is soldered it will be difficult to remove without damaging it. 
(Hotair is possible as a last resort)

After installing, make sure all pins are soldered correctly and there are no solder bridges between 
the pins. A multimeter can help to check continuity between pins. 
Note: Some pins are connected internally, for example to GND. In those cases continuity is OK. An 
example are pins 27 and 28. 

Refer to Figure 4: MC-2oh2 pinout diagram for details.



4. Midi socket board:

Several modifications need to be done to the "DIN Socket board" in order to provide midi input and
output. Midi in and out uses the existing sockets.

There are two traces that need to be cut as shown in the picture below:

1) The 'Continue' signal to one of the SYNC-outputs. The rarely used signal will still be available 
on the other output.

2) On an original MC-202, the DIN input socket also contains a switch that controls the flow of 
clock signals. If a connector is plugged in, the external clock will be used. This is undesirable as we 
would like to control the clock flow in software.

The trace on the right needs to be cut in any case. For the trace on the left you have several options:

• Cut the trace as shown

• Cut the wire going to the socket board instead

• In case of the RE-202, just install a socket without switch.

Figure 1: MC-202 (v1) socket board

MC-202 (v2) socket board

Figure 2: Socket board of the RE-202



5. Removing direct CV wires
The original CPU has a rather unusual way to handle the CV-input:
The incoming voltage is read via a (slow) ADC, and then the quantized output send out 
to the DAC. 
As this is slow, the 202 has an additional circuit which bypasses the ADC and DAC - but 
only for a short duration after a rising gate signal.
2oh2 uses a much faster ADC, but can also provide a direct, unquantized connection 
form the CV-input to the VCO.
To make this possible, the white and purple wires marked A and C need to be 
desoldered and removed.



6. Installing additional Wires
Several additional wires need to be soldered to the main board to provide various extra features.

The pictures below show where to solder these wires and provide some information of what they 
do. They are all optional, if you don't need a certain feature you may leave the wire unsoldered (but 
please insolate it in that case)

4 Pin connector:

Black :   AGND
Red :  DAC_out (only needed for HiRes version)
White:   ADC-In

Yellow:     +5.33V AVDD

8 Pin Connector:

Black MIDI-in A
Red MIDI-in B
White MIDI-out A
Yellow MIDI-out B
Orange Noise output
Green Direct CV control
Blue Filter control
Purple Pulse width control

Wires from 4-pin connector



8 pin connector, MIDI connections

8 pin connector other connections



7. Removing the original I/O - board
The new I/O-board can be connected using the existing ribbon wire connection, but a much better 
way is to use pin headers.

1. Remove the original I/O-board and desolder the ribbon wire completely.

2. Also remove the 3 plastic spacers from both the main board and the original I/O-
board. You will need them later.

3. On the 202 main board, install the 4 female pin headers as shown below.

4. an additional wire to provide power to the display needs to be soldered on the main board as 
shown below. 

Wires for OLED power



8. Tape out frequency response modification
2oh2 uses the tape output (SAVE) to output drum samples. The original output circuitry however 
does not provide a great frequency response and a very low output level.
In order to rectify this:
- Remove R208
- Replace R209 with 470 Ohms
- Replace C40 with 1uF

9. HiRes version only:
In case you are installing the HiRes version, one resistor R95 needs to be removed. It can 
be found near the bottom main board cutout, just above IC13.

Finished Tape-out modification



Putting it all together

9. Installing the display
In order to make sure the display is aligned correctly with the display cutout in the case, a  display 
holder needs to be fixed to the case. 

1. Peel of the protective cover tape from the display holder.

2. Install the display holder as shown. A small gap is OK where indicated, make sure the 
display holder is fully in touch with all other edges.

The double sided tape only needs to hold the display assembly in place until the rest of the 202 has 
been fully assembled.



10. Installing the I/O-board
Using the original screws,  mount the 3 plastic spacers and the washers you removed in step 7 to the
new I/O-board.
Place the LED provided with the kit into the I/O board from above. The LED has three different 
lead lengths, those are marked on the board. Do not solder the LED yet. 
Put the rubber pads into the case and place the I/O-board on top. Put the display cable through the 
board cutout while doing so.
Gently open the FFC connector latches, put in the display cable and close the latch – preferably 
both sides simultaneously.
Make sure the LED is aligned correctly with the hole in the case and solder it in place.

FFC connector - OPEN FFC connector - CLOSED

I/O - board installed in a MC-202 – note the three plastic spacers are already installed



Installing the MC-202 main board.
First plug in the display power wire into the new I/O-board. You can now place the 202-
main board on top of the  I/O-board. The 3 plastic spacers should align with 3 holes on the 
main board and the female pin headers align with the male counterparts on the new I/O-
board.

Closing the case
Use the bottom part of the case to close it and put in a couple of screws – best not all of 
them in case you need to fix things. The 2oh2 is now ready for testing.

Calibration
If the MC-202 was already calibrated before the installation, no further calibration is necessary. 

It might be necessary to perform the CV-in calibration and in case of the HiRes version the "HiRes 
DAC calibration". Both of these can be performed using the built-in menu. (see calibration steps 8 
and 9)

Figure 3: One of the plastic spacers



Testing
After installation it is time to test. The MC-2oh2 main board U/I board and display are already 
tested by us, these tests check the installation itsself.
Below you find a test procedure. Some tests are automated, some require active testing.
There is also a table with suggestions how to solve potential problems. You can  find pinouts of the 
CPU and the connection between MC-202 board and U/I board below.

1. Turn on the MC-2oh2. You should see a splash screen "MC-2oh2" for a second followed by 
a display of the NORM mode.

2. Press keys on the keyboard. You should see the notes changing and hear sound coming out 
of line out. The notes should be in tune. If slightly out of tune, follow the calibration 
procedure in chapter Calibration.

3. Press notes while pressing the modifier buttons (four buttons in the lower right corner). The 
note modifiers should be displayed and you should hear:

◦ An accented note when an accent is played (make sure the accent knob is turned up)

◦ An accent + filter accent note when both accent and filter accent modifiers are pressed

◦ The filter opening when a filter accent is played (make sure the filter is not all the way 
up already)

◦ Portamento when playing legato or pressing the PORTA button (make sure portamento 
time is not 0)

◦ Noise sound when pressing the Noise modifier

4. Press START. The red LED should light up and the blue LED should be blinking. 
Additionally you should see the Start/Stop and clock indicators in the display

5. Set the Pulse waveform to 100% in the mixer, Press SHIFT + ENTER to enter the config 
menu. Navigate to "Mod & sound" -> PW LFO. Turn up the amount. You should hear the 
pulse width changing.

6. Navigate to Misc->Calibration -> user Test, follow instructions to test

◦ DIN-sync (if this test fails, perform the other ones, then do this again)

◦ MIDI

◦ CV in / CV out
(We had a report of a failed CV2 out test, but CV-out voltage was fine. This is probably 
due to different 202 hardware versions. If test fails, measure CV-out voltage manually 
and proceed)

◦ Tape in, Tape out

◦ Speaker

7. After performing all these test successfully, the only untested feature is "battery low 
detection". You may test it by connecting a 7V wall adapter instead of 9V. Or omit this test 
altogether.



Issue Possible solution

No display Check display data cable connection

Check display power cable is plugged in and 
soldered correctly

Check CPU pins LCD_SCL and LCD_SDA

No display + no sound Check 5V rail

No sound, LFO not running Check 'power enable' CPU pin

Some keys not working Check connections of female headers on main 
board. 

Check CPU pins DB0..7 and PE9..15.
The MC-202 service manual can help to identify
missing connections by determining which key 
belongs to which row/column 

Keys connected to DB7, DB6 and DB5 not 
working

Check CPU pins WR and E_OUT

No sound Check "internal synth" gate out. If missing, 
check CPU pin 'INT_GATE'

Some notes missing / incorrect pitch Check CPU pins PE0..PE5

Pitch incorrect or only one of the CV-outputs is 
working

Check CPU pins DA_SEL0 and DA_SEL 1

Volume Accent not working Check CPU pin ACC_OUT

Filter Accent not working Check filter control wire

Volume + Filter accent not working Check CPU pin VCF_ACC OUT

Portamento not working Check CPU pins PORTA INTERNAL and 
PORTA EXTERNAL

Noise not working Check noise output wire

Start/Stop display indicator not working Make sure clock source is set to INTERNAL

Clock display indicator not working Check 'Clock IN' CPU pin 

Display shows started, but no red LED Check female header connection on main board
Check LED solder

Display shows clock indicator, but no blue LED Check female header connection on main board
Check LED solder
Check CPU pin PE8

Pulse width not working Check pulse width control wire



Issue Possible solution

DIN-sync out not working Make sure outputs are activated in the DIN-sync
settings
Check CPU pins TEMPO_OUT, CONT_OUT 
and SS_OUT

DIN-sync out not working In order to receive a DIN-sync clock, main clock
source must be set to DIN-sync.
Check CPU pins START/STOP in and CONT in

MIDI not working Check midi wires
Make sure traces are properly cut on the DIN-
socket board

GATE in not working Check CPU pin GATE IN

GATE out not working Check CPU pins INT_GATE and EXT_GATE

CV-in not working Check CV-in wire

TAPE-in not working Check CPU pin TAPE_IN

TAPE out not working Check CPU pin TAPE out

Speaker not working but TAPE out is working Make sure Speaker is turned on in the config 
menu
Check CPU pin SPEAKER_ON

No melody sounded during CV test Check "Direct CV control" wire



  

Pinout of female header on main board

Figure 4: MC-2oh2 pinout diagram



Calibration

If the MC-202 was already properly calibrated before the MC-2oh2 installation, further calibration 
is not needed. In case of the HiRes version, the additional DAC needs to be activated and calibrated 
(in the config menu, Misc - > Calibration -> CV-out)

Calibration works slightly different for the MC-2oh2 compared to the original. In order to 
access the trimmers, you need to remove the keyboard/display board from the main board.
To do so, open the screws on the back of the 202 and remove the bottom part of the case. 
Now, pinch the 3 plastic spacers and pull the main board from the keyboard and top part of
the case. the keyboard and display should stay connected to the top part of the case. 
Remove the Display power connector.

You can now power the main board without keyboard and display. You will need a piece of 
jumper wire to perform calibration. This comes with the kit.

1. Interrupt clock:
Does not need to be adjusted

2. Tempo Clock
Like in the service manual:

- Connect scope to pin 11 of IC5b

- Set TEMPO control (VR7) to FAST

- Adjust TM2 (TEMPO) for 8.33ms/cycle

Pinch all 3 of these plastic spacers to remove the 
main board 

Example of jumper wire on keyboard connector



3. D/A reference voltage (DAC WIDTH)
Like in the service manual: 

- Connect DVM to pin 1 of IC11 (or IC12)

- Adjust TM3 for +5.333V

4. D/A Offset (normal, non HiRes version only)
- Use the jumper wire to connect pin 8 and 9 of the female display board headers. 

- Connect DVM to CV-out (internal)

- Adjust the CAL pot on the back to 2V

5. VCO 
For VCO calibration you can use the Lissajous method as described in the service manual,
or use a (guitar) tuner or freqency counter.

5a) VCO width

- Use the jumper wire to connect pin 1 and 9 of the female display board headers. 

- Ajust VR3 (TUNE) and TM5(TUNE) until VCO is tuned to F

- Use the jumper wire to connect pin 1 and 12 of the female display board headers.

- Adjust TM6 until VCO is tuned to F two octaves higher

- repeat these steps until no further improvements can be made



5b) VCO tune

- Center VR3 (TUNE)

- Use the jumper wire to connect pin 5 and 12 of the female display board headers. 

- Adjust TM5 (TUNE) until VCO is tuned to A. (The original service manual tunes to A = 
442 Hz)

6. Pulse width
Like in the service manual:

- Set square waveform to 100%, all others to 0

- Adjust TM4 for a 50% pulse width

7. VCF Width
- Set all waveforms to 0, Freq to 50%, Res to max, KEYB to max

- Use the jumper wire to connect pin 1 and 11 of the female display board headers.

- Adjust VR11 (FREQ) to approximately 1kHz

- Alternate jumper positions between pins 1-12 and pins 1-9. Adjust TM7 (VCF width) until 
waveform quadrubles in frequency.



8. CV-in calibration
This calibration step is possible without disassembly of the MC-202 and requires a working display.

CV-in calibration is only necessary if MC-2oh2 shows the wrong notes when receiving pitch CV.

1. Navigate to config menu -> Misc -> calibration -> CV in Cal

2. Send 0V to CV-IN. This can be done by playing C2 on the internal keyboard and connection
CV-OUT to CV-IN

3. Navigate to 0V -> ENTER and press ENTER

4. Send 5V to CV-IN. This can be done by playing C7 on the internal keyboard and connection
CV-OUT to CV-IN

5. Navigate to 5V -> ENTER and press ENTER

9. HiRes DAC calibration (HiRes version only)
This calibration step is possible without disassembly of the MC-202 and requires a working display.
This particular calibration step is usually not necessary provided that step 3 has been performed 
correctly. It can however be used to adjust for small imperfections in the D/A reference voltage or 
offset voltages. 

1. Connect a voltmeter to CV-out (internal synth)

2. Navigate to config menu -> Misc -> calibration -> Cal CV out

3. Turn HiRes DAC on

4. select chan 0

5. Navigate to '1V'. adjust until voltmeter reads 1.000V

6. Navigate to '5V' adjust until voltmeter reads 5.000V

7. Repeat these steps for the EXT-SYNTH output (Here called chan 1)
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